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08/3
Depth 58.5cm
Weight 5.8kg

08/3A
Depth 58.5cm
Weight 7.3kg

“The Evosa Congress is a frame stacking
chair with all the stylish characteristics of
the original Evosa.”
08/4
Depth 60.5cm
Weight 6.2kg

Designed by Peter Roth, the Evosa Congress is the perfect
chair for the most prestigious venues. There are three model
options, all with a stylish slender chrome plated steel frame
and the latest innovative stacking buffers. This chair creates
a new high in outstanding design and quality.
The slim webbed seat and unique hidden back construction
provides enduring comfort while maintaining a light weight
chair that can be frame stacked up to 10 high.
Retractable linking and a detachable tablet are available on
request.

08/4A
Depth 60.5cm
Weight 8.1kg

Option - Detachable tablet
(Must be specified at time of order)

Elegant curved arm and sleek moulded
arm pad

08/5 & 08/5A incorporates an integral top rail
for ease of handling

The mild steel rod frame
combined with the flexible
mesh upholstery, creates an
extremely comfortable support
which becomes moulded to
your back

08/5
Depth 58cm
Weight 6.9kg

Upholstered waterfall
seat with built-in
webbing for comfort
08/5A

Elegant
corner
detail

Depth 58cm
Weight 8.35kg

Front stack buffer
innovation ‘hooks’
over frame of
chair below

Chrome plated
mild steel frame

Foot incorporating
stack buffer to guide
and retain the chairs’
position

All models will stack up to 10 high
The front loading CTH8 chair trolley has been
designed specifically for the Evosa range to
ensure optimum handling of stacked chairs

Discreet stacking buttons & feet

Option - Retractable Linking
(arm chair)

Option - Retractable Linking
(side chair)
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